Phase-Field Crystal (PFC) models are able to resolve atomic length scale features of materials during temporal evolution over diffusive time scales. Traditional PFC models contain solid and liquid phases, however many important materials processing phenomena involve a vapor phase as well. In this work, we add a vapor phase to an existing PFC model and show realistic interfacial phenomena near the triple point temperature. For example, the PFC model exhibits density oscillations at liquid-vapor interfaces that compare favorably to data available for interfaces in metallic systems from both experiment and molecular dynamics simulations. We also quantify the anisotropic solid-vapor surface energy for a 2D PFC hexagonal crystal and find well defined step energies from measurements on the faceted interfaces. Additionally, the strain field beneath a stepped interface is characterized and shown to qualitatively reproduce predictions from continuum models, simulations, and experimental data. Finally, we examine the dynamic case of step-flow growth of a crystal into a supersaturated vapor phase. The ability to model such a wide range of surface and bulk defects makes this PFC model a useful tool to study processing techniques such as Chemical Vapor Deposition or Vapor-Liquid-Solid growth of nanowires.
I. INTRODUCTION
Phase-Field Crystal (PFC) models have emerged in recent years as a viable tool for simulating a broad array of phase transformations and materials processing phenomena [1, 2] .
These models are similar to classic Phase-Field models in that they are based on a free energy functional of a continuously varying field [3] , the key difference being that the functional in a PFC model is constructed to have equilibrium states with a periodic lattice, in addition to the typical homogeneous states. PFC models account for crystal properties and defects on atomic length scales and thus naturally include many crystallographic effects such as elasticity, anisotropic physical properties, and topological defects such as dislocations [1, 2, 4] . Additionally, these models operate on diffusive time scales characteristic of phase transformations such as solidification. Many technologically important processes have been studied by PFC including solid-solid phase transformations [5] , Kirkendall void formation [6] , eutectic solidification [7] , and stress induced morphological instabilities of films [8] [9] [10] to name a few.
Existing PFC models treat phase transformations between condensed phases such as liquid to crystal (l → c) or solid state transformations between crystal structures (c α → c β ) [2, 5, [11] [12] [13] . There are, however, many important processing pathways that involve a low density vapor phase, such as Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD), as well as VaporLiquid-Solid (VLS) [14] and Vapor-Solid-Solid (VSS) [15, 16] nanowire growth. Existing PFC models cannot currently simulate such phenomena because they do not include the vapor phase and therefore the critically important vapor-liquid and vapor-solid interfaces. In some PFC studies, as in the case of Kirkendall void formation [6] and thin film morphological evolution [9] , a liquid phase has been used in place of a vapor. However, the addition of a true vapor phase to the PFC model enables the study of problems with vapor-liquid-solid tri-junctions, a feature particularly important for VLS nanowire growth. Such problems necessitate a model which captures the correct contact angles and wetting behavior of all three phases [17] [18] [19] .
In this work, we describe an extension to previous PFC models that incorporates a low density vapor phase to enable simulations of the above phenomena. A vapor phase has a significantly lower density than either a liquid or solid, and atoms in the vapor are essentially electronically isolated due to this relatively large atomic spacing. The contribution to the vapor's free energy from atomic correlations is then negligible. In order to model a transition between the highly correlated condensed phases and a low density vapor, we introduce an order parameter η that changes smoothly from 1 to 0 between the vapor and condensed phases. This order parameter modulates a direct correlation function C 2 of the type used by Greenwood et al. [5, 13] , which is an important contributor to the free energy of the condensed phases, but is negligible in the vapor phase. We focus on pure materials in the present work, however we note that the addition of an alloying component [7, 20] to the present model is necessary to study a process such as VLS nanowire growth.
Another approach to developing a PFC model with a vapor phase is to add another potential well to the traditional PFC free energy function near zero density that has a vanishingly small contribution from two-body correlations. This would result in a system with a mean field critical point between the liquid and vapor phases similar to a van der Waals fluid [21] , with a vapor phase that has no significant contributions from two-body correlations.
This approach is computationally attractive as it does not require the addition of a new field, η, and its accompanying evolution equation. However, we believe the simplicity and control offered by the two-field approach and the flexibility of the associated independently controlled parameters outweigh this benefit, particularly at temperatures and densities away from the liquid-vapor critical point.
In the following work, we show that this model reproduces many important physical behaviors. First, the equilibrium density-temperature phase diagram exhibits common features for a pure material such as a triple point, and we can examine coexistence and drive phase transformations between the various states by changing the system's temperature through the strength of C 2 . The new PFC model has the advantage that it can treat a range of surface phenomena realistically. The interface between the homogeneous liquid and vapor phases exhibits significant structure with density ordering in the liquid similar to that observed in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of lithium, magnesium, and aluminum [22] . We quantify this effect and show that the model can be parametrized to quantitatively agree with experimental measurements of density oscillations in liquid-vapor Gallium interfaces [23, 24] .
Also, we demonstrate that 2D solid-vapor interfaces are strongly anisotropic and have well defined step energies that are a function of facet orientation. Additionally, we show several examples of steps on the facets of a body centered cubic (BCC) crystal. We find that the elastic strain field beneath a step is qualitatively consistent with results obtained for aluminum and nickel surfaces [25, 26] . Finally, we examine dynamic behavior by driving the system with a mass source and observe step-flow growth of solid-vapor interfaces, indicating that the PFC model could be used to simulate growth processes such as CVD. The appendices and supplemental material include some of the finer points of our numerical and analytical techniques.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the PFC model in detail including the free-energy functional. In Sec. III, we describe the bulk phase diagram, and properties of liquid-vapor and solid-vapor interfaces as well as describing step-flow growth of solids. Where possible, we compare the PFC model results to other simulations or experiments. Finally, in Sec. IV we make concluding remarks and suggestions for future work.
II. MODEL
In this section, we describe a PFC model of the solid, liquid, and vapor states. We develop the free energy functional for the model and then give the evolution equations to be employed in Sec. III. Additionally, we describe the process for computing the equilibrium phase diagram.
A. Free Energy Functional
We characterize the system with a spatially varying atomic density probability ρ ( r) with position vector r. This model describes a pure material that exhibits three phases: a crystalline solid that has spatially varying atomic density with lattice symmetry c and mean atomic densityρ s , a liquid phase with homogeneous densityρ l , and finally a vapor phase with homogeneous densityρ v . The actual state exhibited by a given system depends on the temperature T and mean density of the whole systemρ, and all three phases can only be in simultaneous equilibrium at the triple point temperature T tr . We introduce an order parameter η ( r) which takes on a value of 1 in the vapor phase, and 0 in the condensed phases. A convenient non-dimensional scaled density ψ is
where ρ 0 is a reference density to be described shortly.
The total free energy of the system F in domain V is expressed as a functional of ρ and η,
where the non-dimensional free energy density f is
and f v (ρ) and f pf c (ρ) are the free energies densities of the vapor and condensed phases respectively, g is an interpolating function, and h is a barrier function. The explicit r dependence of the fields ρ and η has been dropped for clarity. The parameters W and κ are an energy barrier and gradient energy coefficient respectively. In this work, we employ the common polynomial interpolating function g (η) and barrier function h (η) [3] :
We use the model of Greenwood et al. for the condensed phase free energy density f pf c to allow flexibility to control the crystal structure [5, 13] . This free energy is most simply expressed in terms of the scaled density ψ,
where the convolution C 2 * ψ is
The polynomial terms are an expansion of an ideal gas about ρ 0 , and the coefficients ν and ξ allow for deviations from the ideal behavior. The quantity C 2 (| r − r |) is the direct two-body correlation function, and from now on we will refer to it as C 2 for brevity. C 2 is engineered to have peaks in reciprocal space for wave vectors that are characteristic of the desired crystal lattice as described in Refs. 5 and 13. The Fourier transform of C 2 is denoted C 2 (k) and is constructed using N Gaussian peaks in k-space according to the procedure described in Ref 13 . Each peak has the form
for i = 1, 2, ..., N and k = k . The peak locations k i and widths α i for i > 0 control the crystal structure, anisotropy, and defect energies, and the temperature scale T 0 sets the peak amplitude. In principle, each peak could have its own scale T 0,i , but in this work we will focus on systems with N = 1. In addition to peaks with positive amplitude at k i > 0, a peak with negative amplitude A 0 at k 0 = 0 can also be included. A detailed discussion of this quantity as well as how to construct C 2 to achieve specific crystal structures is contained in Ref. 13 .
If the amplitude of the first peakĈ 2 (k 1 ) is known at a given temperature T ref , then the temperature scale T 0 is set according to the relation
Additionally, the peak width α 1 is related to both the peak amplitude and the second derivative of the correlation function with respect to k evaluated at the first peakĈ 2 (k 1 ),
which we assume to be temperature independent in this work. The combination of Eqs. 9
and 10 allow us to parameterize the PFC model using information forĈ 2 determined either experimentally or via MD simulations. Finally, we point out thatĈ 2 is related to the experimentally accessible structure factor S (k) through [27] 
The vapor phase free energy density f v is modeled as a simple quadratic well,
The parameter b controls the width of the well and therefore the bulk modulus of the vapor phase, and the parameter ∆ sets the energy of the vapor phase with respect to the condensed reference state and is used to control aspects of the phase diagram including T tr . The energy well is centered at ψ 0 v , and this parameter can therefore be used to adjust the density of the equilibrium vapor. In general, b, ψ 0 v , and ∆ are all functions of T , however, for simplicity we take them to be constants. Also, a more complex dependence on the density (e.g., logarithmic) could be employed for f v , but this typically incurs a computational cost.
For convenience, we define the mean densityρ β of a phase β as
where V β is a volume containing only phase β. For the homogeneous liquid and vapor phases, the equilibrium density is spatially uniform, and thus ρ ( r) isρ l orρ v respectively. However, in the crystalline phase, the integral over the equilibrium ρ ( r) field is non-trivial, and must be performed in order to evaluateρ s . In practice, we employ a finite impulse response (FIR) filter to smooth the density before computing the mean value to ensure that the resulting mean density is independent of the extent of V s as has been done for other PFC and MD simulations [8, 28, 29] . Similarly, we define the non-dimensional mean free energy densityf β of phase β asf
where F is given by Eq. 2. This expression simplifies considerably for the vapor and liquid, but the integral remains when evaluating the solid, i.e.,
where ψ s ( r) in Eq. 17 is the equilibrium crystal density profile and A 0 is the amplitude of
B. Evolution Equations
We assume the system is isothermal, so both equilibrium and dynamics can be most simply considered using the Helmholtz Free energy. We postulate that the conserved field ρ evolves according to diffusive dynamics, and that the non-conserved η field evolves via an Allen-Cahn equation. For simplicity, we assume spatially uniform density and order parameter mobilities, M ψ and M η , respectively. In terms of the non-dimensional scaled density, evolution is described by
This system of equations is evolved in time according to a semi-implicit Fourier spectral scheme described in Appendix A. The quantity M ψ is set equal to the self-diffusion coefficient D in the solid which results in the correct time scales for diffusion of the mean density. We also take the magnitude of M η sufficiently large with respect to M ψ to ensure that η evolution is rapid compared to the relatively slow process of mass diffusion.
C. Equilibrium
For an isothermal system, two homogeneous phases α and β are in equilibrium when they have uniform chemical potential µ and pressure (in the case of a planar interface),
This system of equations is a common tangent construction which can be solved for the coexistence densitiesψ α andψ β at a given temperature.
We have simple polynomial expressions forf v andf l which can be used in Eqs. 22 and 23 directly. However, for the crystalline phase the free energy depends on the spatially varying density ψ ( r) as described in Eq. 17. There are one-or two-mode approximations for some simple crystal structures that can be used to estimate equilibrium ψ s ( r) and thereforē f s ψ s [2, 13] . However, for complicated crystal structures, accurate approximations can require many terms, and numeric minimization of the energy with respect to the amplitude of each mode is necessary. Instead, we determineψ s andf s numerically by equilibrating a series of single phase periodic systems to find ψ s ( r) over a range of T andψ s , and then evaluate the integrals in Eqs. 17 numerically. For each value of T , a quadratic polynomial is fit to the numeric data forf s ψ s for densities near the equilibrium value, and this approximation is then used in Eqs. 22 and 23. Also, for the parameters chosen in this work, we find that the free energy is minimized when the lattice parameter is equal to the value prediced by the a perfect lattice given the value of q 1 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we consider some implications of the model described in Sec. II. We first compute the density -temperature phase diagram for a system with vapor, liquid, and BCC solid phase. Then, we discuss the structure of both liquid-vapor and solid-vapor interfaces.
Finally, we consider the dynamic case of step-flow growth.
A. Numerical Calculation of Phase Equilibrium
In this section, we choose parameters to produce a system with a triple point at T = For T > T tr , the liquid-vapor equilibrium phase boundaries are vertical because the parameters ψ 0 v and ∆ in Eq. 12 are assumed to be temperature independent. There is typically a critical point between the liquid and vapor phases at elevated temperature, and thus the phase boundaries should slope towards each other. While the present PFC model does not produce a critical point, the phase boundary slopes could, in principal, be adjusted by using temperature dependent ψ 0 v and ∆, although we have not attempted this. Also, because of its lack of critical point between the liquid and vapor phases, this model is most suitable for examining processing conditions near the triple point.
To test the numeric estimate of the invariant reaction at T tr , a system withρ = 0.83 and T = 1811 K was set up with an initial condition with slabs of BCC crystal, liquid, and vapor each occupying one third of the totald domain as shown in Fig. 2a.) . The domain
The mean densities of each phase in the initial condition were chosen according to the invariant reaction in the phase diagram Fig. 1(squares) . This system was numerically relaxed over the characteristic mass diffusion
where l z is the system size normal to the interfaces.
The volume fraction of each phase was essentially unchanged during the relaxation time,
indicating that the system is indeed at the triple point. Additionally, the measured mean densities for each of the three phases remained within 1 % of the values indicated in the phase diagram (Fig. 1b.) , squares). Cooling this system to 5 K below T tr resulted in solid growth into the liquid phase, and heating the system to 5 K above T tr induced melting of the solid. The numeric simulations are in good agreement with the temperature and density estimates for the invariant reaction described in Fig. 1 . Additionally, Fig. 2b .) indicates that there is significant structure in the liquid near the liquid-vapor interface which will be explored in Sec. III B.
In addition to three-phase equilibrium, the relative surface energies of the liquid-solid, liquid-vapor and solid-vapor interfaces are of interest for cases where triple junctions play an important role in evolution. In particular, the Young's angle θ Y , defined
is important for scenarios such as VLS nanowire growth [17] [18] [19] . We use equilibrium density and order parameter profiles for two phase eqiuilbrium interfaces to evaluate the surface energy numerically according to the procedure outlined in Refs. 30 and 32. Details are given in appendix B. Table II shows the numerically computed surface energies for each of the three types of interface at the triple point. Both the solid-liquid and solid-vapor PFC simulations of equilibrium liquid-vapor interfaces, including the system displayed in Fig. 2b.) , indicate that there is significant structure to the ρ field near the liquid-vapor interface. Specifically, the PFC model produces liquid-vapor interfaces with oscillations in the liquid density that decay in amplitude with increasing depth into the liquid. This type of interface structure has been observed in both simulations and experiments for other liquid-metal vapor interfaces [22, 24, [33] [34] [35] . According to D'Evelyn and Rice [34] , the rapid decrease in conduction electron density from the liquid to the vapor induces an abrupt change in the pair interaction potential which induces atomic stacking on the liquid side of the interface. In the present PFC model, the modulation of C 2 by the interpolating function g (η) produces a similar effect, and the PFC interfaces indeed exhibit density oscillations.
In this section, we consider only the liquid and vapor phases and show that the PFC model can quantitatively reproduce some features of liquid-vapor interface structure as determined by both experiments and more sophisticated models.
We employ a correlation function with a single peak whose position k 1 , heightĈ (k 1 ), and second derivative at the peakĈ (k 1 ) are set to match measurements of S (k) by neutron and x-ray diffraction for liquid Gallium [36] . Additionally, we choose the parameters κ and W to match both the experimentally determined surface energy [37] , and approximate the density profile width [24] . First, we computeĈ (k) from the experimental S (k) using Eq. 11, and then fit this with a parabola in the region of the first peak k 1 = 2.5Å −1 [36] . The valueŝ
are determined from the fit coefficients, and Eqs. 9-10 are employed to set the parameters T 0 and α 1 to match the experimental peak properties. Table III summarizes the values extracted from the experimental S (k) as well as the resulting PFC parameters.
Finally, ρ 0 is chosen to be the experimentally determined liquid density.
The quantities ψ 0 v = −0.99 and ∆ = 0.0 are set to ensure that equilibrium liquid and vapor densities are close to ρ 0 and 0 respectively. The bulk modulus K i of the homogeneous phase i is
For our system whereρ
With ψ Regan et al. [23, 24] determined the density profile of a liquid Gallium-vapor interface using X-ray reflectivity data measured at room temperature. Their reflectivity results were 
well described by the empirical density profile model
where z = z − z 0 , z is distance normal to the interface with positive z into the liquid, z 0 is the interface location, ∆z is an offset, δ is a measure of the interface thickness, A, λ, and ζ are the amplitude, wave length, and decay length of density oscillations on the liquid side of the interface, and H (z ) is a step function centered at z = 0. We fit Eq. 27 to the numerically determined PFC density profile and Table IV Table IV . self-consistent quantum Monte Carlo simulations of Zhao et al. [35] , and orbital-free ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of González et al. [22] . 
C. Solid-Vapor Interfaces
Next, we describe several aspects of solid-vapor interface structure for PFC simulations below T tr . For simplicity, we consider two-dimensional systems and employ only one peak inĈ 2 . These choices favor periodic states with hexagonal symmetry when cooled below T tr as shown in Fig. 5 .
As described briefly in Sec. III A, the solid-vapor interface is significantly more complicated than the isotropic liquid-vapor interface due to the anisotropy of the solid phase. As with the liquid-vapor interfaces, there is a sharp decrease in the influence of C 2 across the solid-vapor interface and the periodic nature of the crystalline density field decays to the homogeneous vapor density through a width of approximately a 0 . Figure 5 shows a portion of the interface between a crystalline particle surrounded by vapor. This interface consists of two distinct types of facet truncated by steps, features characteristic of anisotropic solidvapor interfaces. Using the 2D hexagonal basis vectors shown in Fig. 6a .), the facets in field in the crystal below such a stepped surface. All simulations in this section are for 2D hexagonal crystals and are carried out with parameters from Table V unless otherwise noted.
Solid-vapor step energy
The solid-vapor interface for the particle in Fig. 5 exhibits two types of crystallographic facets truncated by steps, reflecting the anisotropic nature of the solid-vapor surface.
Step energy is an important factor in the growth of faceted crystals, and recent MD simulations have shown that these energies can be quantified by measuring changes in coexistence temperatures and island radius [39] . In this work, we quantify the excess energy of the step by varying the spacing of a periodic array of steps and measuring the change in surface energy.
First, we prepared initial conditions with a slab of solid and vapor as shown schematically in Fig. 6a ). The domain dimensions are selected to accommodate a periodic array of steps as described below. A sharp cutoff in density between the solid and vapor is allowed to relax, forming a step, and the surface energy is measured numerically as before.
For interfaces with steps on facets with normals of type 101 as in Fig. 6b.) , we define w 
which is used to select the domain dimensions and orientation of the crystal in the initial condition. For the interfaces with facet normal of type 112 as in Fig. 6c.) , we define w as the number of peaks on the terrace having 3 nearest neighbors, and then
Note that in both cases, the macroscopic plane of the interface is parallel to one edge of the simulation domain as shown by the vectorn in Fig. 6b -c.
For interfaces with equally spaced steps, and under the assumption that the step energy density βn is not a function of spacing but does depend on the facet orientationn, the simplest model of the excess free energy of the surface is [40] 
where sin θn ≈ θn can be computed from w using either Eq. 28 or 29, γn is the excess free energy of the facet with infinite step spacing, βn is the excess free energy per step, hn is the reported for cubic transition metals using first principles and cluster expansion methods [41] .
The more closely packed [101] plane has a lower surface energy, and a larger value of β/ (γh)
as expected based on the number of missing neighbors.
Elastic field
We measure the elastic strain field below stepped surfaces predicted by the PFC model by comparing the positions of the local maxima of the ρ field to the expected positions for a bulk crystal with no interfaces. Appendix C contains a description of the procedure used to determine density peak coordinates. We then use the peak coordinates to determine ∆d n,n+1 , the change in the spacing between the n th and n + 1 th crystallographic planes parallel to the macroscopic interface as described by Srolovitz and Hirth [40] . An expansion (contraction) of the plane spacing compared to the bulk value is indicated by ∆d n,n+1 > 0 (< 0). We consider 2D hexagonal crystals and use the same parameters as described in Table V . Finally, note that the plane spacing can be computed directly from the y coordinate for the relevant peaks, as shown in Fig. 6a ). approximately equal to the inter-atomic spacing and is independent of surface orientation.
These behaviors are both consistent with the results of Chen, Voter, and Srolovitz [25, 26] .
The approximate dashed envelope in Fig. 8 indicates an exponential decay in the oscillation amplitude and is also consistent with Chen et al. for various surfaces of aluminum and nickel [25, 26] and experimental values for aluminum and copper (110) surfaces [42, 43] .
While the decay and wavelength are in agreement with other simulations and experiments, the absolute value ∆d 1,2 measured in our simulations is an order of magnitude greater than these results. The elastic constants of the crystal phase are proportional to α 1 −2 [13] . In the present work, α 1 was chosen such that the strains were large enough to be easily resolvable on grids with a 0 /∆x ≈ 16, making computations numerically tractable, rather than to match any particular material constants. Finally, we note that the slow decay of strain into the bulk indicates that a thick slab of solid is necessary to reduce the effect of a finite system size on the strain measurements. The slab half-thickness for the simulation in Fig. 8 is approximately 60a 0 , but larger domains might be required depending on simulation parameters.
Step-Flow Growth
In previous sections we have focused on the equilibrium behaviors of the model. In this section, we test the dynamical behavior of the model with simulations of step flow growth of a two-dimensional solid in contact with a supersaturated vapor at temperatures below the triple point. The system consists of slabs of vapor and solid with periodic boundary conditions in both directions similar to the systems described in Fig. 6a.) . As the domain is periodic, the interface effectively has an infinite number of equally spaced steps, and nucleation of new steps is not necessary for continued growth. We induce solid growth by introducing matter into the domain via the addition of a source term S ψ ( r) to the right hand side of Eq. 18. Specifically,
where s 0 is the source strength, y is the coordinate normal to the interface, and y 0 and y 1
are y values chosen to locate the source in a layer parallel to the solid-vapor interface in the center of the vapor slab. This source causes a linear increase inρ with time, biasing the system toward higher solid volume fraction and causing the solid phase to grow. Note that as the domain is periodic, the source feeds the growth of the solid slab on both faces.
We define the mean chemical potential in the vapor phaseμ v
where the sum is over all grid points contained in the region 0 < z < l y /2 in Fig. 6a.) . The normalized mean driving force for solid growth ∆μ is defined
where µ 0 is the equilibrium chemical potential of a system with solid and vapor in coexistence.
This system is first allowed to come to equilibrium with s 0 = 0, and the equilibrium chemical potential µ 0 is computed numerically. The source is then turned on, and the vapor phase begins to supersaturate. crystal into a liquid phase [8] , although in that case oscillations correspond to entire layers being added to the crystal rather than single peaks. when the system has the lowest driving force just after the addition of a new density peak, the µ field is relatively flat within the crystal, but exhibits a gradient in the vapor that is roughly normal to the crystal-vapor interface. At t = 2.09 × 10 −5 s, the driving force has increased to its highest level, and the µ contours in Fig. 10b .) indicate strong flux toward the step, which is a local minimum in µ, as the excess matter in the vapor phase flows into a new density peak at the former step location. Finally, addition of the new density peak is complete by t = 2.0985×10 −5 s, and the system returns to state similar to that in Fig. 10a.) , and the process begins again. The µ value within the crystal is nearly uniform throughout this process, consistent with assumptions described in the previous paragraph.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This work extends existing PFC models of liquid and solid systems to include a vapor phase. This is accomplished by constructing a free energy functional that modulates the strength of the two body correlation function, where the amplitude of the correlation term is strong in the condensed phases and zero in the vapor phase. This extension enables the study of processes which involve crystal-vapor and liquid-vapor interfaces, in addition to The PFC model also produces strongly anisotropic solid-vapor interfaces with terraces of low index facets truncated by steps, and the relative magnitude of the step energy with respect to the surface energy lies in the range predicted for transition metals [41] . Also, the elastic strain field in the vicinity of the steps agrees qualitatively with data from experiments and simulations [25, 26, 42, 43] . Finally, in the presence of a mass source in the vapor phase these crystals undergo step-flow growth, an important process in CVD.
The breadth of physical phenomena that the model reproduces, combined with the diffusive time scales over which it operates, make this an excellent tool for investigating many technologically relevant processes. We anticipate that an extension of the present model to include alloys will enable the study of more diverse three-phase systems [6, 7, 20, 44] . This could include the study of phenomena such as trijunction motion over faceted solids, the interaction of tri-junctions with crystal defects like grain boundaries or dislocations, and, ultimately, technologically important processes such as VLS nanowire growth in a binary alloy system.
We have used the correlation function based PFC model of Greenwood et al. [5, 13] for the condensed phases rather than the classic free energy [1] in order to have more control over crystal symmetry. We have limited ourselves to 2D hexagonal and 3D BCC crystals with only one peak in the correlation function in the present work. It is to be seen how the addition of more peaks affects quantities such as the solid-vapor step energy for both these simple crystals, as well as for more complex structures.
Finally, we also anticipate that the vapor phase will be useful for the investigation of several phenomena that have been previously been studied with a liquid as a stand in for the vapor phase. These include crack propagation [2] , layer instability and island formation [8] [9] [10] ), Kirkendall void formation [6] , and the response to applied strain including uniaxial tension [45] . The deformation of crystals under the common constraint of free boundaries, such as plane stress and uniaxial tension, while still maintaining a numerically convenient simulation domain with periodic boundary conditions is possible by using the present model with a vapor phase that has a bulk modulus significantly lower than that of the crystal.
See Supplemental Material for a full derivation of the first variations of the free energy functional, as well as a description of the numeric techniques. Table V , and all numeric results in this work are reported for simulations with a 0 /∆x ≈ 16.
computed for systems using a similarly wide range of ∆x. Less than 1 % change in the value of γ lv was observed over this wide range of grid spacings.
Appendix B: Numeric Computation of the Surface Energy
The excess free energy of interface between phases α and β within the volume V is given by the integral [30] 
where A is the area of the interface, f is the non-dimensional free energy density given in Eq. 3, andψ ν andf ν are defined according to Eqs. 13 and 14 respectively. The domain of numeric integration for Eq. B1 includes both the far-field regions as well as the interface, while the integration in Eqs. 13 and 14 is carried out over sub-domains of the system which are far from the interface.
The computation of γ is not sensitive to the choice of these regions as long as the system is in equilibrium and the sub-domains are sufficiently far from interface because the mean propertiesψ ν andf ν do not vary within bulk equilibrium phases. Finite slab thickness effects and precise choice of initial condition also introduce uncertainty into the γ measurements.
However, we find empirically that these contributions are less than 5 % of γ for the choices employed in this work, consistent with the findings of Oettel et al. [32] .
Appendix C: Peak fitting
To locate the coordinates of each peak, we first determine the coordinates of the local maximum of each of the i density peaks, r i = (x i , y i ), by fitting a paraboloid to the data on the discrete grid in the neighborhood of each local maximum. Let p, q be the indices to the grid points along the x and y directions respectively. If the coordinates of the i th local maximum of ρ on the grid occur at the location p , q , the fit is performed using ρ values at the grid points in the range p = p − 1, p , p + 1, q = q − 1, q , q + 1. Specifically, the model for the density field is
The fit parameters x i , y i determine the center of the peak interpolated between grid points.
While this model Eq. C1 is a reasonable estimate of the peak shape within the bulk, the peaks near the solid-vapor interface, and especially near the step, are more irregularly shaped and thus there is more uncertainty in the fit. For peaks within the bulk, the uncertainty in the coordinates reported by the fitting routine is σ ≈ 10 −2 ∆x where ∆x is the spacing of the discrete grid points. Near the step, this uncertainty rises to σ ≈ 10 −1 ∆x due to the irregularity of the peak shapes. The peak position uncertainty limits the ∆d n,n+1 measurement to an uncertainty σ ∆d,n = σ n 2 + σ n+1 2 .
For σ n ≈ σ n+1 , we have σ ∆d,n ≈ σ n √ 2. For our simulations ∆x/a 0 ≈ 10 −1 , and thus the displacement uncertainty normalized by the lattice parameter a 0 ranges from 10 −2 near the surface to 10 −3 within the bulk. Using the larger of these values, the uncertainty is not more than 10% of the maximum displacement value near the surface, and the lower bound gives a value close to the the measured ∆d bulk . Equation C2 is used to compute error bars in Fig. 8 , using the actual values of σ n . We note that the largest uncertainties are indeed
